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Ladymlth Black Mambazo, who played as backup for Paul
perform laMcGaw Chapel at 8( p.m. tonight.
by JULIE WOOSLEY
The sound is haunting, mesmer-
izing; it is as soft as the blues
and as vibrant as fresh blood and
new diamonds. The music is some-
times called Ngomabusuki, songi
of the night, and that sound is re-
flected in both -- its origin and its
dark, quiet tones. The group is La-
dysmith -- Black Mambazo; the
place is the College of Woosters
McGaw Chapel; the time is to-
night. Friday November 4. at 8:00
p.m.j and the atmosphere is
charged with excitement.
Ladysmith Black Mambazo is
the group mainly responsible for
popularizing the distinctive, ap-
pealing sound of a music called
Cothoza Mfana or Isicathamiya
which refers to a soft, stealthy,
tiptoeing dance. In sharp contrast
to the fiercely loud, stomping
dances usually associated whh the
Zulus, this music is sung by a
male acapella chorus. It originated
in the men's single-se- x dormito-
ries in South Africa where the im-
migrant workers for the diamond
and gold mines are housed. Separ-
ated from their homes and families
for long periods of time, this
November 4, 1988
Mambazo performs in McGaw
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singing arose as an emotional
outlet and has come to be an im-
portant social establishment as
the groups practice together and
compete with each other. It is
sung only at night, away from the
bosses and urbanites who are in-
tolerant of the customs of these
rural people. Both celebrations!
and mournful, the words in native
Swahili sing of the people and
places they left behind, keeping
alive the customs and memories of
a simpler life.
The groups name translates to
The Black Axe of Ladysmith, and
the group is made up primarily of
individuals from three families of
the Ladysmith, Emnambithi dis-
trict of South Africa, which is a
rural grassland region two hundred
miles outside of Durban. Leader
Joseph Shabala started the group
in 1958, returning to his home
district after a period of work in
the city of Durban. By 1970 they
had won every local music award
available, were one of the most
popular groups in the region, and .
were invited by the South African
Broadcasting Corporation to
record during a live broadcast. The
widely-hear- d performance brought
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Simon's "Gracelaad," will
in a flood of requests, and their
first album was released in 1972.
It quickly became an international
bestseller, proving the interna-
tional appeal of the groups mu-
sic, and it was followed by over
25 top-selli- ng LFs. Their first
overseas tour was to West Germa-
ny in 1980, but to Americans
they are best known for their
work with Paul Simon on his
grammy-winnin- g "Graceland" al-
bum. They first came to the Unit-
ed States in 1984, with Simon,
appearing on "Saturday Night
Live" and then toured the country
as part of the 1986-8- 7 Graceland
African Tour.
Assistant Dean of Faculty Beth
Lewis first heard of the possibili-
ty of booking the group through
Kenyon College, and the two
schools, along with Oberlin. went
together to invite them to the
three campuses this month. Lewis,
who had been looking for a musi-
cal ensemble to include in this
year's Fall Forum Events, was
quick to recognize that this group
from South Africa would fit per-
fectly into the Forum's theme of
Continued to page 5
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Lee Smith addresses audience on
"Women and Appalachian
1 by SHIREEN BEHZADI
The Wootier Fall Forum will be
coming to an end on November
, 10 when novelist Lee Smith
comes to speak. This last Forum
event, entitled "Women in Appa-
lachian will take place at 7:30 in
McGaw Chapel. Smith will be
mainly talking about the protago-
nists in her novels and will also
read from some of her works. She
will be hosted by Professor Thom-
as Clares on of the English depart-
ment.
Not only is Clareson going to
act as Smith's host, he is also a
close friend of hers. Clareson and
his wife met Smith in the spring
of 1986 when they went to her
home in Chapel Hill, North Caro-
lina to conduct an interview with
her. Clareson describes Smith as
Douglass residents concerned over
"confidentiality" issue
by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
This past Saturday Jim Steigner,
dorm director of Douglass, offi-
cially left the dormitory, and his
position. Though some are con- -,
cerned over the-- appropriateness of
his dismissal from the college
staff, the central concern among
Douglass students seems to be the
fact that he was suspended from
his position approximately - seven
weeks ago according to Steigner
and that no one was told of this
suspension.
The issue of confidentiality has
been brought under the scrutiny of
the college community on several
occasions during this semester.
According to the results from dis-
cussions at the Sexual Assault
Panel, and opened Coalition for
Judiciary Revision and SGA meet-
ings, confidentiality has been per-
ceived as everything from "a way
for the administration to hide" to
"an important method of protect-
ing both the accused and the ac-
cuser's rights of privacy." These
meetings convened with the inten-
tion of revising the Judicial Pro-
cess in reaction to problems that
Number 9
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" a delightful individual whose
career has probably been the ful-
fillment of any dream that any un-
dergraduate could ever have."
Smith was bom in Grundy, Vir-
ginia in 1944. She received her
B.A. from Hollins College in
1967. the same year that her first
novel. The Last Day tha Dogbusk-e-r
Bloomed, was published. She
now resides it lapel Hill. North
Carolina with her two sons. Josh
and Page, and her second husband.
Some of her work experience has
included being an instructor in fic-
tional writing and Cumberland
VaUey Writers Conference in
Nashville, Tennessee in the sum-
mers of 1981 and 1982. She is
presently an assistant professor at
the University of North Carolina.
Conthned to page 2
were brought up concerning the
two cases of sexual assault which
were decided recently one last
year, one this year.
"The thing jhat really concerned
me," said Shilley PcarsaU, a Dou-
glass resident, is that dorm direc-
tors are in many ways
"responsible for the physical safer
ty and mental wen-bein- g" of stu--
Continuad to page 5
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Letters
Douglass director:
Hall board responds
Dear Editor.
On October 27, the residents of
Douglass Hall were informed that
they had been operating without a
Hall Director for approximately
seven weeks. The director had
been suspended from performing
his duties. The point of this let-
ter is not to attack the director,
the administrative decision, or the
people who ran the dorm while
the director was suspended. We
wish to call to the attention of
the administration that the securi-
ty and well-bein- g of 114 members
of the campus community was jeo-
pardized during those seven
weeks.
The suspended director was not
allowed to perform any of the
functions of an active director
within the dorm. However, the
residents could not be informed of
this fact because to do so would
have been a breach of confiden-
tiality, and such action could have
imperiled the appeal process. The
residents did not need to know
any of the reasons for suspension.
They merely needed to know that
they had no dorm director. This
would not have put the appeal
process at risk, and it would have
reassured the residents that the ad-
ministration cared about them. It
also could have prevented an awk-
ward situation.
During those seven weeks, the
effect of the suspension on the
residents was apparently never
considered. A party held in Dou-
glass's basement was approved by
the administration without con-
sulting the student governing
board. The 50 dollar deposit re- -
to the editor
quired by dorm party policy was
never requested by the administra-
tion. Additionally, the governing
board is supposed to be informed
of a party at least one week prior
to the use of our building. The
dorm president was not informed
of the party until the Thursday be-
fore, at which time the party had
already been approved. During
this party, the dorm was vandal-
ized and personal property of the
residents was destroyed. Had the
policy of the dorm been followed,
this vandalism may have been
prevented.
We hope that the administration
will look seriously at these poli-
cies and procedures which have a
severe impact on the student
body. The welfare of the members
of the college community should
be the controlling factor of cam-
pus policy. Until recently, there .
had been no indication to the resi-
dents of Douglass Hall that this
was the case.
Sincerely,
Douglass Hall Governing Board
Republican jailers:
Hastings responds
to responses
-
Dear Editor.
If you have not noticed, the
1988 presidential campaign is
negative. A senior I.S. is not
needed to establish an understate-
ment such as that. Commencing
at the Democratic Convention in
Atlanta, the Presidential Race has
taken an ugly, negative, even vile
turn. Exaggerations, misinforma-
tion, quotes out of context, and
blatent lies are representative of
both the Bush and Dukakis cam-
paigns.
Mike Dukakis continually
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quotes George Bush as describing
our Social Security system as
"basically a welfare program."
Mike Dukakis has taken this quote
totally out of context and lied
about Bush's actual statement in
an attempt to demogogue the eld-
erly. The phrase "Swiss Cheese
Economy." a baseless, speculative
statement about our future econo-
my, was more popular in July
than "liberal" was in August. And
the best one also occurred during
the Democratic Convention when
the Reagan Administration was
made analogus to a fish rotting
from the head down! How ugly
and negative can you get?
The point is that BOTH cam-
paigns are responsible for the dis-
gusting and repulsive nature of
campaigning in 1988. If you do
not agree with this premise, you
have not systematically followed,
or been in tune with the primar-
ies, conventions and rallies of
BOTH parties in 1988. Yet.
when . College Republicans on
campus organize, mobilize, and
execute a campaign, tactic advocat-
ed by the College Republican Na-
tional Committee surrounding an
issue the Bush campaign adamant-
ly supports, they are criticized.
They are asked to publicly apolo-
gize. It itntplid 4taat"they4d2
not have any credibility of intel-
lectual integrity. " But, I ask:
should College Republicans apol-
ogize for actively participating in
the political process as it stands
in 1988? Should College Republi-
cans be criticized for being highly
organized? Is intellectual integrity
only applicable to those of your
own partisan affiliation? The an-
swer to these questions should be
all in the negative.
College Republicans do not
apologize for being organized, ac-
tive or, most importantly, being
Continued to page 3
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Lee Smith
Continued from page 1
Smith has had seven novels, the
most current of which is called
Fair and Tender Ladies, and a col-
lection of short stories published
thus far in her career. In October,
the New York Times Book Review
called Fair and Tender Ladies
"...her most fully realized novel
to date." Professor CIare son
agreed with this statement by say-
ing "...this novel gives me a full-
er view of the workings of a wom-
an's mind, more so than any other
novel to date that I can think of
at this time. Many other women
writers, both British and Ameri-
can, have written about the roles
of women in society but frequent-
ly they have told the story
through the eyes of men or have
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: died to dramatize the, characters
and scenes objectively so that
they have not given their readers
the insights that Lee Smith does.
Through the device of letters and
multiple points of view, the reader
gains a more complete sense of
subjectivity."
It has been said that in each of
Smith's novels, she examines the
way in which the society of Appa-lach- ia
has changed and how it has
effected the women -- of different
generations of that area. While
dicussing Smith's novel Oral His-
tory, - Clareson stated . that, this
novel "shows fb disappearance
of magic and beauty: from the Car-
olina and . Georgia hills. -- This is
also her' most Inventive novel be-
cause of the-ase'-of various-per-specdve- s.
This-nove- l is signifi-
cant for dramatizing the dilemma
Continued to page 12
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Letters to the editor
Continued from page 2
Republican. Futhermore. if the
political charade of the other Fri-
day appalled you, I encourage you
to attend speeches, rallies, and
hubs of political activity for both
candidates. By removing yourself
from the politically sheltered cli-
mate of Wooster's campus, you
can find out what it is like in the
real world. ,,.
In conclusion, the convict cha-
rade performed just as intended. It
received unprecedented media at-
tention for Republicans on cam-
pus, it stimulated the stagnant po-
litical eanosphere among students'
here, and it questioned the stereo-
typical, biased leaning of the Col-
lege of Wooster; it .was a job
well done!
Respectfully Submitted by
Joel Hastings,
College Republican President
A lack of concern:,
Moretti reacts
Dear Editor
Apathy: n 1. Lack of emotion.
2. Lack of interest; indifference.
The state of mind on the College
.of Wooster campus - does this ap-
ply? I believe so. On Thursday,
October 27, the men of Dream
House had a program scheduled at
Newsbriefs...
by YALMAN ONARAN
A "real" debate on Cana-
dian TV enlivened the elec-
tion campaign: Unlike its
brother in this country, the tele-
vised debate between the 3 Cana-
dian leaders allowed them to actu-
ally debate on the free-tra- de agree-
ment with the U.S. that the con-
servative Liberals in power have
signed recently. The debaters did
not have time limits for respons-
es, and they could directly argue
with each other. The opposition
called for general elections to be
held earlier than scheduled, claim-
ing that the free-trad- e agreement
the" government had signed will
turn Canada into an "economic
colony" of the United States. Af-
ter the debate, the Liberal leader
John Turner's crowds have multi
Stevenson dormitory at 9 p.m.
Our sole competition was the sea-
son premiere of the television
show "Cheers." One person
showed up. He is a senior resident
of the dorm who is already in-
volved with the program.
Social Consciousness - a fad
that plagues the young adults of
our college campuses and our busi-
ness world. We get into our new
cars, pop in our Tracy Chapman
tapes, feel bad for 45 minutes and
that satisfies us. We, on the col-
lege campuses, immerse ourselves
in a psuedo-sixti- es culture, accept-
ing the tye-dy- e, fashion, the
drugs, LSD, acid that dulls our
minds, and we wave our flags for
the injustices we feel deserve our
support. But...we fail to put our- - .
selves out on the line, to risk our
social status and our jobs, and
worst of all we fail to take the re-
sponsibilities that go along with
waving our flags of injustice.
It's kind of ironic that college
is supposed to be an institute of
"higher learning" yet at the same
time it is a catalyst for many peo-
ples social irresponsibility. We
breed new types of venereal dis-
eases, abort endless amounts of
possibilities for a new generation,
drink beyond our hearts content,
and allow our hormonal drives
rather than our common sense to
rule our actions.
- Is .ifcn concern; tcyoo, thauin
the 1980V tnere-- art sWblack '
people being lynched and that the
Afro-Americ- an male between the
plied.
Imelda Marcos, wife of for-
mer Philippines President,
told to post 5 million bail:
Imelda Marcos, after pleading not
guilty to racketeering charges,
was told to pay 5 million dollar
bail in order to go back to her
country.
Poland announces closing
of a "shipyard: The first time
in the Communist Eastern Block's
history, Poland is closing down a
plant that is loosing money. The
shipyard, which is one of the
many plants on strike in Gdansk.
The government said jobs for the
11,000 workers of the plant would
be found at other enterprises in
the region.
Dukakis accepts the term
"liberal," defining it his
own way: Michael Dukakis,
Career Development and Placement presents...
Recruiters:
Nov. 4: AmeritechOhio Bell Associate Manager
Nov. 9:
University of ChicagoPublic Policy Studies rep. .
Hibbard Brown . & Company stockbroker
University of Toledo-Colleg- e of Law rep.
Special Program: Options '89
Volunteer & Career Fair
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ages of IS to 35 has the highest
chance of death in the U.S.,
maybe even the world. It should
be of concern to you. Why? You
ask?! Because it is our Anglo-Americ- an
society that has created
the racial unrest that has existed
for the past 400 years and under-
lies our whole social structure ex-
isting today. A prime example is
Brown University, a university
which was established by funds
from the Atlantic Slave Trade. I
am using a nationwide example to
spur a reaction that should have
been invoked by the "appealed"
cases of sexism and racism.
Dream House made an effort to
start with the fresh minds of the
first-ye- ar students and was ex-
tremely let down by the lack of
turnout. Unfortunately, a majority
of the people that win read this
article win already be aware of the
complacency that I speak of and
in their own way work against it.
The people that we, the men of
Dream House, wish to reach are
those who don't think a problem
exists or those who are plagued
by their indifference. I also want
it to be understood that when I
make an attack like this, I ac-
knowledge that there are people
doing their part and facing, their
responsibilities. It is to those
people that I make a plea.. .keep
striving and one day we can all
share. 3wwe got-ovuh!- " j
Peace,
David Moretti
the Democratic Presidential Candi-
date, dropped his resistance on the
label "liberal" that Republicans
have been trying to pin on him
for months. He defined it by say-
ing. Tm a liberal in the tradition
of Franklin Roosevelt and Harry
Truman and John Kennedy."
Deficits In Soviet budgets
revealed for the first time:
The Soviet Finance Minister de-
clared that the Soviet Union has
been running large budget deficits
for years. This year's prediction
is $ 58 billion. The deficit was
tied mainly to big government
subsidies of mismanaged industry
and agriculture, according to the
Soviet Finance Minister.
French drug maker stops all
distribution of abortion
pill: Faced with pressure from
anti-aborti- on groups, a French
company which developed a revo-
lutionary new drug - RU 486 - an-
nounced that it was suspending
distribution of the drug. The an-
nouncement was dramatic evidence
of the power of anti-aborti- on
groups to even halt the introduc-
tion of a new medical technology.
RU 486, taken orally, is effective
in terminating pregnancies.
Compiled from The New York
Times.
Students for Dukakis
attend Bentsen rally
by STUDENTS FOR DUKAKIS
r
"Does anyone have any lip-
stick?" Such was the cry of j
' numerous Wooster students
1 who stood in an airplane hangar
in Canton on Wednesday. They
were anxiously awaiting the arri-
val of soon-to-b- e Vice President
Lloyd Bentsen. As members of
R.A.G.E. - Retirees Against Greed
and Exploitation - looked on, a
tube of flaming as in liberal --
yes, we said it) red lipstick was
passed to a member of the Woost-
er group. The students began fran-
tically scribbling on the back of
their Dukakis-Bentse- n signs
phrases like "Wooster Students for
Dukakis', 'the College of Wooster
Loves Lloyd. A few signs also re-
ferred to Dan Quayle's less than
stellar academic record with phras-
es such as "We're not ashamed of
our grades'.
When John Glenn, introducing
Senator Bentsen, said that the Re-
publicans have "talked like Ram-b- o
and acted like Bambi," the
crowd went wild. Glenn went on
to say that, with all of the indict-
ments in the present administra-
tion, it's ironic that the Republi-
cans want four more years when
what a lot of them should be get-
ting is "ten to twenty."
Artful Dodge correction
The staff of the Artful Dodge
would like to clear up any misun-
derstandings that there might have
been concerning the advertisement
that appeared in The Voice a
couple of weeks ago. The Artful
.
Dodge is sponsoring a contest
that encourages College of Woost-
er students to submit fictional and
prose writing to be judged for the
free reading that will take place
on November 30. The winners
wiU not be published in die Artful
Part-tim- e Help wanted at:
for phone girls.
264-714- 4
for more
info.
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Lloyd Bentsen took the podium
as Congressman Tom Sawyer, a
former College of Wooster stu-
dent, gave the "thumbs up" to
Wooster students, who were lead- -,
ing the cheers. ; Bentsen wasted
no time in rousing the crowd, par-ticular- ily
the college students, by
reciting a Dukakis quote: "College
should not be a privilege for the
few, but a right for an". . He reit-
erated Democratic support for
women, middle-clas- s citizens, and
students. In reference to Bush's
questionable selection of J. Dan-for- th
Quayle, he noted the Repub-
lican method of running this po-
litical campaign. Said Bentsen.
"if it sounds good, package it. . If
it looks good, nominate it."
Bentsen summed up Bush's
egy for the future, saying that he
and the Republicans want to put
the country "on cruise control and
look in the rear-vie- w mirror to see
where we've been." Dukakis and
Bentsen have different plans for
our country. They want to make
America number one again eco-
nomically and socially by look-
ing ahead into the future, not
"through the rear-vie- w mirror".
As Bentsen reminded Wooster stu-
dents today, "the best America
with Democrats at the helm is
yet to come."
Dodge. The winners will have
their works read on November 30.
We are sorry if then have been
any misunderstandings concerning
this issue of publication. We will
still be accepting submissions un-
til Monday November 7. We have
had a good response thus far, and
we hope that more students win
submit their works by the above
deadline.
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Button-Shafe- r speaks on SDI:
Students give mixed reviews
M
J
Janice Button-Shafe- r
by LISA DAMERON
The 1988 Fall Forum continued
this past Monday with a lecture
by Dr. Janice Button-Shaf- er enti-
tled "Star Wars and Scientists."
Button-Shaf- er discussed the na-
ture of the Strategic Defense Ini-
tiative and arguments about it's
potential within the scientific
community. She began with a
quote from Marie Curie which
read, "scientists should be con-
cerned with things, not people."
Although she said she disagreed
with this saying in the case of
'Star Wars', she did not talk about
the moral implications of SDI.
She concentrated instead on its or-
igins and conflicting views about
it within the scientific communi
Students
starving
On November 9 and 10, various
groups and individuals on campus
will be participating in an OX-FA- M
America-sponsore- d "Fast for
World Harvest." Individuals will
fast for one meal, 24 or 48 hours
as "a symbolic way to participate
in the struggles of lh poor and
hungry around the world." Fasters
arc asked to engage in a protest of
global hunger and poverty and
militarization.
OXFAM is an international,
non-prof- it organization that funds
"self-help-
" development projects
in Africa, Latin America. Asia,
and the Caribbean. The money
raised through the sponsoring of
fasters will help fund such pro- - .
jects as a current program in Mo
1
ty.
Button-Shaf- er did present numer-
ous facts, statistics, and quota-
tions. She told the audience that
the proposed weapons system
could end up being one of four
things: a space-base- d beam weap-
on, a ground-base- d laser weapon,
a pop-u-p defensive weapon, or a
kinetic energy weapon. The Unit-
ed States, she said, is already
some 1400 warheads ahead of the
U.S.S.R. in the arms race. Since
SDI could only be hoped to be 99
percent effective, the margin of ,
error of approxiamately 100 war-
heads would still devastate the na-
tion. Button-Shaf- er went on to
mention the added threat of cruise
missies, which are not detectable
by SDI.
fast to help
people
zambique. In this southern Afri-
can country, OXFAM is providing
emergency relief assistance to vic--
"Fasting, whether done for
political, spiritual, or health
reasons, represents an at-
tempt to improve the status
quo" OXFAM America.
tims of war in the town of Moa-tiz- e,
and is sponsoring long-ter- m
water development in drought-ridde- n
central Mozambique.
OXFAM is not church-base- d,
nor does it accept funding from
the government. It relies entirely
THE WOOSTERj VOICE'.
Considering conflicts over SDI
between today's physicists, Button--
Shafer noted that there is al-
most no support for the system in
the scientific community.
She quoted Hans Beta as saying
"SDI was a mistake. It probably
won't work, but it would be a trag-
edy if it did." Also noted was the
fact that SDI would require the de-
velopment of and perfection of so
much computer software that it
would take 10,000 man years until
it was safely workable. For the
substantially smaller pro-S- DI
group of scientists, she listed Ed-
ward Teller, who firmly believes
that, "we cannot afford not to de-
fend ourselves."
In comparing her theme to the
thinking that Thomas Hobbes put
forth in his Leviathan, Button-Shaf- er
said that Hobbes' ideas
were not applicable in a world
where governments misuse tech-
nology, where scientists are in
such heated states of disagree-
ment, and where the power of nu-
clear weapons is inconceivably
dangerous.
Reactions to the lecture were
mixed. Jennifer Swig art said, "it
was very good. ..I felt I wasn't
really informed beforehand. If I
had read some articles I might '
have been a little more knowledg-abl- e
as to the terms." Mark Hen-dricks- on
reflected, "it was kind of
dull. She wasn't a very good
speaker, but she knew her stuff
and was very well informed. Her
presentation was kind of sloppy."
Scoit Merriman "expected a more
in-dep- th analysis," and thought
that she didn't put enough of her
own opinion into it." He also
noted that she was unclear as to
whether or not SDI research
should be continued.
upon private institutions and citi-
zens. Current statistics indicate
that OXFAM America's annual
budget, appropriated in 30 coun-
tries, is equal to the funding of
seven minutes' worth of the
world's military spending, esti-
mated at $1.7 million per minute.
Participating groups in "Fast for
World Harvest" include ISA. SPA,
Dene' House, Amnesty Internation-
al, Seekers, Circle K and People
to People. Two movies will be
shown on fasting days in Lowry
Pit, and juice will be served in the
Pit and in Lowry 119. There will
be a meeting in McCaw at 10
a.m., Thursday, November 10, for
all participants. For more infor-
mation, please contact 264-557- 5.
Sophomore program
provides research
opportunity
by PAUL B ELLIS
The Sophomore Research Exper-
ience Program is preparing to en-
ter into its second year of exis-
tence. The program is specifically
designed to provide sophomore
students a rare and unique opportu-
nity to work actively on a re-
search project with a faculty mem-
ber here at the College. Projects
are available both on and off-camp- us
during the school year and
over the summer. Cameron Ma-
neese, the program coordinator, is
especially excited about the pros-
pects for the coming year because
the size of the program has com-
pletely doubled after only one
year. Last year, some twenty stu-
dents participated in the program;
this year approximately forty fa-
culty members have already com-
mitted their experience and energy
to the program. Maneese is hope-
ful that, with another successful
year, the program will be recog-
nized as one of the integral parts
of the learning process at
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The program offers a wide range
of benefits to its participants.
First of all, faculty members from
over IS departments will be work-
ing on projects this year. From
mathematics to classical studies,
physics to psychology, students
are offered a broad range of pro-
jects to which to apply. Maneese
also added, "many colleges offer
research opportunities to under-
graduates, but most of those are
reserved for upperclass students."
Hence, the program provides an
excellent opportunity for under-
class students to pursue academic
research either inside or outside
their chosen major. Lastly, Ma-
neese pointed out, "This program
provides underclass students with
important opportunities that lead
naturally into reasearch experience
they will have in the junior and
senior years.
All students who are interested
in applying or have any questions
are encouraged to see Cameron
Maneese ext. 2387 in the Rose
Room of the Andrews Library.
Saturday. November 5, organized
by the S.AJ3. Travel Committee.
The trip features visits to places
of interest in Cincinnati. The trip
can accomodate about 14 people
and for signing up a fee of two
dollars, which is non-refundab- le,
can be paid at the front desk. The
group will leave at about 8 ajn.
and return at about 11:30 pjn. the
same day.
Pit Flicks: Enjoy and relax watch-
ing Pit Flicks this Thursday, No-
vember 10. in the Lowry Pit dur-
ing dinner.
S.A.B. is working for your en-
tertainment.' We will appreciate
your ideas and suggestions! Stop
by the Students' ' Activities Office
in Lowry and' find out how to get
involved in 5.AJ8.
SAB Announcements
Public Relations Committee
Films: "Power," Friday November
4, at 7 pjn. and Saturday Novem-
ber 5, at 9:30 p.m. "Clockwork .
Orange." Friday November 4. at
9:30 p.m. and Saturday November
7 pjn.
Ichabod's: Friday November 4,
D.J. Dave Knowlton, from 10
pjn. to 2 a.m. Saturday November
5, Enjoy the Third-Worl- d Dance
with DJ.'s Dave Nganga and Pete
Turks on, 10 pjn. to 2 a.m.
College Bowl: College of Wooster
College Bowl Tournament from
November 7 to November 10 in
Lowry Center Pit at 6:30 pjn. or-
ganized and conducted by S.A.B.
College Bowl Committee.
Travel: A trip to Cincinnati, this
.
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Douglass residents
Continued from page 1
dents, and more over, that they '
are responsible for "dorm proper-
ty."
Pearsall went on to say that it
was "equivalent" in many ways
"to putting one of the deans on
probation" without telling any of
the faculty.
While R.A.'s were told about
Reigner's suspension, they were
not allowed to inform students of
it. Pearsall said that Stcigner,
"wasn't supposed to get involved
with student concerns," and Shi-rec- n
Bchzadi, another Douglass
resident, said that he was not sup-
posed to "interact with students."
The reason that he was suspend-
ed, rather than dismissed, accord-
ing to Behzadi who spoke with
Steigner, was so that he could ap-
peal the decision. He appealed
Dwayne Davis' Director of Resi-
dential Life decision to Ken Plus-quell- cc
Dean of Students who up-
held the decision. Davis would not
comment on the situation.
Steigner then went on to appeal it
to Donald Harward, who also up-
held the decision. Harward also "
would make no comment on the
situation. He finally took it to
the top person in the appeal pro-
cess, Henry Copeland President
of the College who also upheld
the decision. At this point
Steigner was asked to leave.
A door to door poll was taken
of Douglass residents Jto seejiow
they Ufi fbfut l&fs&SuW
cerning Steigner. 76 randomly
selected Douglass residents were
asked to complete the following
statement: "Regardless of any
personal feelings I may have con-
cerning Jim Steigner. I think that .
the situation was handled: a ef--
fecUvdorbnefTe
Discount Drug Mart
Potato Chips
1 Pound bag
Regular or Rippled
$ 2.49 value
Or SALE $1.49
Faygo
2 Liter
Asst. Flavors
reg .790 SALE .690
person chose not to respond to
the question and this was not in-
cluded in the results. 2.66 2
people answered ' that they felt
that the situation' had been
handled effectively. 9733 73
people answered that they felt
that the situation had been
handled ineffeclivel
People who answered that the
situation had been handled ineffec-
tively were asked to complete the
following statement: To the best
.of my knowledge the problem
was: a Jim did not deserve to be
dismissed; b I do not support
confidentiality; and c Douglass
residents should have been told
93.33 of polled
Douglass residents
think that "Douglass
residents should,
have been told that the
dorm director was no
longer able 'to interact'
in the dorm."
that the dorm director was no
longer able "to interact" in the
dorm. Students who said that they
thought it was two of the listed
problems were permitted to re-
spond in the affirmative to two.
16 percent 12 people selected a
Jim did not deserve jyobedis- - A
.MstcC?anf Mr-ercef- i Tirped" --
pie selected b I do not support
confidentiality. 93.33 percent
70 people of the students pojled
in Douglass selected c, Douglass
residents should have been told
that the dorm director was no
longer able "to interact" in the
dorm.
rugl
1 metro
629 Beall Ave. N.E.
264-840- 4
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One particular situation arose
the weekend before last concern-
ing the OAT party that took place
in Douglass on Saturday October
22. In order to have the party,
the OATS had to All in a standard
party contract. The Douglass
governing board comprised of 12
students has to approve of the
use of their dormitory before a
party can take place. The contract
was signed without the governing
board's approval.
The 6 keg party took place on
that Saturday, and according to
Mike Shaw, current OAT presi-
dent, somewhere between 125 and
ISO people were at the party
sometime during the night. Dou-
glass residents complained that
two bathrooms were "trashed," and
there was "a lot of noise and gen-
eral havoc."
Behzadi, a member of the gov-
erning board, said, "it isn't that
we're mad at the OATS, it's just
that most of us weren't informed
about the party until Thursday of
that week, and there was some
confusion as to whether it was to
be held Friday or Saturday." Of
greater concern, according to Pear-
sall. is the fact that "something
serious could have happened since
no one was in a position of con-
trol." Also, since Steigner, in
theory, could have chosen not to
be in the dorm because he was
not. allowed-jo- , "interact '.witli stu-
dents" at the time of the party,
no one would have known who to
go to with an emergency.
Dwayne Davis is acting dorm di-
rector of Douglass at the current
time, and the staff is currently
looking for a permanent replace-
ment.
1
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Common cold
Nothing funny happened this
week. Most of the campus
including myself was attacked by
the second strain of the Southeast-e-m
Thailandese Acute Upper Res-
piratory Infection. Doctors will
call it the common cold because
they don't like to bother their pa-
tients with all the geographic jar-
gon. I had the first strain strain
'A, of course - last week. In
fact, I had been well for exactly
five days when strain B' arrived
on some banana boat and in the
course of several hours spread it-
self all over the Midwestern Unit-
ed States. This infection does
very well in the Midwest where
people are not accustomed to
fighting off malarial mosquitoes
and other life threatening diseases
which breed in tropical jungles.
It doesn't work much in Thailand.
The infection itself, for those of
you whom it has yet lb attack, re-
creates- a tropical rainforest in
your head. All day and night the
monsoons pummel your brain and
the water sloshes back and forth
between your ears. You keep your
mouth open to breath giving you
a perpetually dim-witt- ed look and
you are sure that late one night,
you will close it and drown.
It is difficult to carry on a con-
versation in this condition. Tm
going to lunch becomes Um
gond tuh lunge which might actu-
ally be some obscure Thailandese
way of saying 'flowers are beauti-
ful' or 'pass the cream andor sugar
if you please'. In America, how-
ever, it makes people avoid you.
There are many remedies availa-
ble for overcoming the Southeast-
ern Thailandese Infection. I am
Ichabod's looking for
2nd semester DJ.s
The Ichabod's Committee of the
Student Activity Board is begin-
ning the selection process for Ich-
abod's DPs for next semester.
Applications are now available in
the office of Student Program-
ming, located on the first floor of
Lowry Center. The applications
will be due on November 10 in
the Programming Office. Letters
to applicants concerning inter-
views will be sent out on Novem-
ber 11.
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sure mat they have their own med-
icines, in Thailand. Pastes of
crushed boa constrictor, maybe,
and it probably works just fine.
Here in the absence of boa con- -,
stridors dripping from every tree
and huge numbers of people will-
ing to mash them into a fine
paste people seem to have their
own favorite remedies. My moth-
er has always suggested that I
drink large amounts of fluid. This
will either cause the disease or me
to float away perhaps both. My
roommate offered some antibiotic
capsules with a name as long as
the disease itself- - Erythromycin
Delayed-Releas- e Capsules USP.
The Erythromycins USP vs. the
Southeastern Thailandese. ..It
sounds like it could be an interga-lacti- c
football game, I think. The
intergalactic announcer speaking,
looking something like Merlin
Olson with two heads - "and here
is the captain of the Erythrom-cyin- s
taking the snap from center
and throwing a delayed re-lease...- and
its CAUGHT..." Nu-
merous other people suggested
other things, some of which I
triad and some of which I didn't. .
A few worked and moat didn't.
After a five day trip through the
Midwest, though. I have heard
that Strain B is now leaving and ;
heading west to the coast. Strain
C is, at this very moment, proba-- '
. bly puttering across the Atlantic.
It wifl do New York and Washing-
ton, maybe spend a few hours at
the Cape and then travel to the
Midwest to begin attacking col-
lege students everywhere with joy-
ful glee.
There are- - 26 letters in the al-
phabet.
Ladysmith Black
Continued from page 1
"Communities in Conflict.'' nd
would be an enjoyable cultural,
event as well.
Tickets for this event are al-
ready sold out, but those who at-
tend are sure to find it rich with
the culture of a place, all too often
torn apart by political pressures
and ignored in any other context.
Truly a manifesto to the human
spirit and to cultural harmony in .
the midst of dischord. Lady smith
Black Mambazo speaks to us in
the simple language of their Afri-
can home and the universal lan-
guage of music.
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SGA update
by MARK HENDRICKSON.
CHAIR. STUDENT ADVOCACY
COMMITTEE
The unrest on the College of
Wooster campus about sexual as-
sault is not an isolated phenome-
non. Many college campuses
around the United States are beset
with increased incidents of sexual
assault and rape and many are at-
tempting to deal with the problem
Bucher and
by LISA FETTERMAN
A new registration process de-
signed to increase course availa-
bility and to minimize the number
of students who are closed out of
courses was announced this week
by Glenn Davis. Registrar, and
Glenn Bucher. Dean of Faculty.
Under the new. system, students
are required to fill in four primary
and four alternate choices on the
registration scanner Torm. and are
strongly urged to complete slots
five through ten as well. Follow-
ing the scanner registration, a
limited arena registration will be
held for only those students
whose registration is incomplete
students who are registered for
fewer than four courses. This
DATE:
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rather than ignore it. In a recent
survey of over 6,000 students
from 32 colleges across the coun-
try, one out of every six female
students reported being a victim
of rape or attempted rape during
the preceding year. One out of
every fifteen male students admit-
ted to committing rape or attempt-
ing to commit rape during the
same period (source: Sexual As-
sault on Campus by Aileen Adams
Davis implement changes in registration process
modification of the registration
process is not the only effort that
has been made to increase course
selection and availability. De-
partment chairs were also asked to
diversify class meeting times and
to increase the number of course
openings. Davis and Bucher are
hopeful that these measures, ac-
companied by student cooperation
in the new registration procedure,
will simplify and improve the up-
coming process of course selec-
tion.
The following registration in-
structions and sample registration
forms will also be published in
the new Daily Course Schedule,
which will be available beginning
Monday, November 7.
REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Advisee-advis- er registration
taa dlxzaraat eon
Use thaa but
on judicial
SAMPLE REGISTRATION FORM
Follow the directions below on the official registration form provided by your advisor.
with
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review
and Gail Avarbartel).
In two recent cases concerning
sexual assault on campus, the in-
adequacies of our present system
were clearly displayed and brought
to our attention through the ini-
tiative of the two victims and
SGA. Currently the SGA Student
Advocacy Committee and the Coa-
lition for Judiciary Revision
(CJR) are collaborating to submit
a proposal to campus council.
conferences must be scheduled and
completed between November 7
and November 16. Registration
scanner forms are due in the Reg-
istrar's Office no later than 4 pjn.
on November 16. Forms improp-
erly completed or submitted late
will be read last irrespective of
class year and random number.
2. Registration scanner forms
will be read in the order of
PPrimaryl Alternate 1. P2-A- 2,
P3-A- 3. P4-A- 4, and by random
number, beginning with the
fourth-ye- ar class and men proceed-
ing to third, second, and first.
All eight boxes must be complet-
ed. In addition. PS through P10
will be read in order after A4 if
the course schedule is incomplete
and until a full registration is se
i i
i i
W Eatar thlr
eholea hara
I I
I ) I
aire iatis
aa'Ja J. "ST.
TS
ral(it
(7) Eatar altazaataQ
to rrlaary 1 0hara
in
The Judicial Board has also formed
a special committee to look into
the judicial system. Campus Coun-
cil will take any proposals sub-
mitted to them and provide open
forums for campus input. Then
they will deliberate on the find-
ings and vote on the proposals.
There are many decisions we
will have to make regarding how
our campus is to be governed. The
ideas under discussion include
cured. Fractional courses should
be listed in P8 through P10.
Student success in securing
courses will be enhanced if PS
through PI 0 are used in addition
to the first four Primary and Alter-
nate boxes see directions on the
Sample Registration Form.
3. Students will be notified by
campus mail of Semester II regis-
tration results on November 28.
the day classes begin following
the Thanksgiving Break.
4. For those students who do not
receive a full schedule 4 courses
fractions on November 28. a lim-
ited arena will be required to com-
plete registration. It will be held
on December 3. beginning at 8:00
a.m. in the Physical Education
Center. Students will be admitted
Page 2
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Wooster involving many of the
same proposals we are currently
investigating. Many of these
suggestions were not implemented
due to a variety of circumstances.
I urge the campus community to
commit! itself to avoiding this
again. The Scots Key (p. 38)
states "sexual harassment.. .is fun-
damentally at odds with Wooster's
Continued to page 7
in class order, beginning with the
first-ye- ar class, and then proceed-
ing to the second, third, and four-ye- ar
classes, and by the same ran-
dom number as in the initial scan-
ner reading. Arena registration
details will be available on No-
vember 28.
5. Students who complete their
registration in the arena setting
will receive official notification
of their class schedule from the
Registrar's Office by December 9.
6. No AddDrop slips will be
available for the . completion of
registration. AddDrop will be
made available for a two-we- ek per-
iod, beginning January 9
opening day of Semster II clas-
ses, for those who wish to make a
registration change.
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Kim and Reggie perform
by MELISSA SMITH
From Philadelphia, a city rich
m musical history and accom
plishment, comet one of the most
original and refreshing groups in
today's music scene. VNI presents
and Reggie Harris. From n-a--
itional songs and spirituals, to
eir pop-roc- k originals, this duo
as continually won raves for
sound. Kim and Reggie Har--
will perform in McOaw Chapel
Saturday, November S, at
:00 pjn. This event has been
sponsered by the Performing Arts
jCommittee of S.AJ. -- '
I Combining acoustic guitars and
stellar vocal arrangements with
it percussion and smiles, Kim
d Reggie Harris use their versa--
ty to appeal to many different
idiences. In 1981 they released
eir first single, "Stranger in the
Shadows," on the Accension
Records label. Their first album.
Music and the Underground Rail-
road, also on the Accension
Records, has been well received
Alien
by DAVID WING HAM and JEFF
BAAB
The film "Alien Nation" is set
in the year 1991. It's been three
years since the arrival of the New-
comers, a race of aliens. James
Gardens of Stone" Caan and
Mandy The Princess Bride" Parin-ki-n
play a human-alie- n detective,
team on the case of several alien
murders. The case develops into a
conspiracy to duplicate a narcotic
formerly used as a work incentive
for the aliens while in slave la-
bor.
J.B.: It's been a long wait, a
very long wait, but I knew a good
film would have to get here soon-
er or later. This film is a cine-
matic roller coaster, part sci-f- i.
Guest jazz
Frieda Lee, guest jazz vocalist
from Chicago, will be the featured
soloist in a special performance,
of songs from George Gershwin's
"Porgy and Bess," transcribed for
Ms. Lee and the Wooster Sympho-
ny by its director, Jeffrey Lind-ber- g.
These transcriptions will be
included in the Gala Evening of
Popular American Music this Sun-
day at 7:30 pjo November 6. in
McGaw Chapel. Also highlight-- --
ing the evening will be the
,
per- -,
,
for its musical and historical con-
tent. The album is included in
museum library collections around
the country. Kim & Reggie
Harris have entertained at colleg-
es, clubs and in various concert
and festival settings. Their warm,
positive image continues to win
friends and fans with each perfor-
mance. They have received the
National Association for Campus
Activities nomination for Coffee-
house Entertainers of the Year in
both 1983 and 1984. The list of
Kim & Reggie Harris' achieve-
ments is a long and happy one.
Certainly one of last year's high-
lights was their big success on '
showcase at the annual Southern
Arts Exchange convention in Oc-
tober. In February 1988. they
presented their much acclaimed
mixed media program, "Music and
the Underground Railroad," at the
Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C. The multi-dat- e engagement
was part of the Center's Black
History Month celebration. The
duos concert credits include the In
ONE.MATIC
part horror, part action adventure.
What more could a movie goer ask
for in a film, Dave?
D.W.: A great car chase! .The.
film begins with an .interesting'
concept and takes it a long way.
The aliens, a genetically produced
race of creatures designed to work
as slaves, become stranded when
their disabled spaceship lands on
Earth. Although it initially draws
from the standard cop-budd- ie con- -,
cept. the plot metamorphisizes
into a unique format for entertain-
ment. This picture is a winner
from beginning to end.
J.B.: .A lot of credit for the suc-
cess of this film goes to Caan and
Patinkin. Caan is excellent as a
veteran LA police officer who has
seen too much, while Patinkin,
vocalist to
formance of Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" by pianist
Brian Dykstra, professor of Music
at the College of Wooster.
Making, her orchestral debut.
Frieda Lee
.
will be singing ar-
rangements originally recorded by
Ella Fitzgerald m her landmark
collaboration with Louis Arm-
strong. The songs presented will
include: "Summertime," "I Loves
You Porgy," "My Man's Gone
Now." "What You Want with
.Bess?." "Porgy. Is Your Woman
ternational Children's Festival in
Philadelphia and the Artpark pro-
gram m Buffalo. NY. They debut-
ed a new program. "Dream Alive," '
as part of an extensive Fall Col-
lege tour of the Northeast. The
show is a mixed-med- ia retrospec-
tive on the lives of famous people
in black history, ranging from the
music of Fats Waller and Nat King
Cole to songs and music on Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and poet
Langston Hughes. The new show
has been extremely well received
on campus.
Such is the very program they
will perform at our campus on Sat-
urday. They promise to provide
wigh high class entertainment and
music.
"Every little bit you can do
makes it better.
Every good thing you can say
makes it work.
Every little smile makes some-
body happy.
We've got to keep the "DREAM
ALIVE.""
who character is named Sam Fran-
cisco, does a great job creating'
the alien half of the team. The
. film relied on the audience identi-
fying with the aliens on some
level, and Patinkin did a great job
as an alien trying to adapt to
earth life.
D.W.: Director Graham Baker
creates an excellent alien culture.
The creatures are similar enough
to humans to be accepted into
American society. However, they
differ in ways mat evoke a form a
racism from their human counter-
parts. There are subtle societal
nuances that enhanced my interest
in this film. The human-alie-n
team' relationship evolves full cir--
Continued to page 8
perform
Now," and "I Got Plenty of No-thin- '."
.
A musical tribute to Irving Ber-
lin and a performance of Leonard
Bernstein's "Overture to Candide"
will complete the program.
Donations for this' benefit con-
cert arasix : dollars for adults and
two dollars for students. Tickets
may be purchased at the Lowry
Center desk, Maurer's Pharmacy or
Retzler's Hardware. Tickets re-
maining after Saturday, November
5. will be sold at the door.
" ' rrr--
Random
Thoughts
Susan M. Gale
Free speech Z--J
In my last column I wrote about
our country's First Amendment,
the right to free speech. I am sure
that most would agree that the
right to speak freely on subjects
in which one believes is very im-
portant.
However, it has become obvious
through the course of the presi-
dential election, that some mem-
bers of the College of Wooster
community do not understand the
basis of the First Amendment. It
is not a difficult concept, but
there are those on this campus
that appear to believe that only
their opinion , is the correct one,
and this gives them the right to
stop any contrary opinions from
being expressed.
Yes. the "real world" intrudes
ence again; the dirty tricks cam-
paigns of the national election '
have managed to trickle down to
our College. In our academic
worlds, most of us would not con-
done criminal acts to win a job.
nor would we advocate gagging
another person's speech, but this
is just what some persons have
done on mis campus.
I am a Michael Dukakis support-
er, and I am proud of that fact. It
is my opinion and I have my own
reasons for supporting this man
to be' our next President. Although
I try to persuade others to my
view. I do not require that every-
one accept my opinion as the
only possible answer. So. why do
some Bush supporters demand mat"1
I accept George as the only an-
swer?
I work with the "Student's for
Dukakis" group, and I have at-
tempted to inform the campus of
SGA update
Continued from page 6
values and is in violation of Col-
lege policy." A system which
claims such high values but refus-
es to enforce these values reeks of
hypocrisy.
We urge anyone interested in
the judicial review process to get
involved. Proposals and ideas can
be sent to SGA. We also urge peo-
ple to attend the Campus Council
forums which will discuss judicial
review. Campus Council will pub-
licize the times of these meetings.
We must remember that it is the
responsibility of our campus com-
munity to enforce our value
'
Dukakis views and why we be-
lieve he is the best man for the
job. To do this we have hung
many signs about Dukakis on the
campus. The longest any one of
these signs has managed to re-
main hanging is one day.
One day. And the record for dis--i
appealing signs is 45 minutes.
,This is a sad statement on the
maturity level or some people on
this campus. Not only have our
signs been stolen but I have lost
three Dukakis bumper stickers off
of my own door, and around my
hall I see messages written on
people's doors such as: "Dukakis
and Bentsen suck." Obviously,
this is a person concerned about
the issues.
However, the best message to
those of us with contrary views
has to be the one printed on a
friend's door. He it a Dukakis sup-
porter and one day came home to
find this printed on his message
board: "F you, democratic fadst
pig from hell." A very mature
statement indeed! It is difficult to
imagine that the people who do
these sorts of things are actually
participants in an institution of
higher education.
It it is also a frightening
thought that the person who in-
spires these criminal and just
plain rude actions may be the next
President of our Democracy. But,
what remnants of a Democracy are
really left to those of us with any
sort of contrary views? The right
to express our view has been tak-
en from us. and we are left with
the Constitution as a useless docu--
Continned to page 8
Correction
The byline, for the ed
itorial on page two of
last week's Voice was
inadvertently left off.
The author of the edito
rial is Amy Hollander,
associate managing
Page XFEATUREf
Really U--n- - s
Nothing
by JEFF KEAR y, yjZ
Image race
1 don't know about the rest of
you. but I've had it up to my teeth
with this stupid presidential elec-
tion. I don't mind it when two
grown men act as 12 year olds by
their own choke, but when their
childish behavior effects an entire
nation. I do become rather con-
cerned.
This election has generated into
an election of image, not of is-
sues, and the images being por-
trayed are about as real, as Michael
Jackson's chin. Mikey Dukakis is
supposedly behind in the polls
who comes up with these "polls"
anyways - probably some coali-
tion of Marxists who are trying to
undermine American democracy by
guiding the country's political be-
liefs through meaningless poll re-
sults because he has not given
the American electorate an
'image'. This does make some
kind of sense, because the Repub-
licans are right now way ahead of
the Democrats in the 'image race'.
In fact, in the past eight years we
have been confronted- - with the
biggest image or joke in recent
American history. Ronnie
Milktoast. Mr. Congeniality,
Red-Hate- r, Horoscope Reader, etc.
Reagan has painted a pretty pic-
ture in the past 8 years, but it's
just too bad that he did it with
finger paints and has messed up
the entire nation in the process.
Remember Iran-Cont- ra "Ollie
North is an American hero". Su-
preme Court Justice nominee
Bork, the increasing defecit, Don
Regan's White House memories,
the "Evil Empire" slip. Lucky the
Dog. the dwindling Social Securi
Auditions for
offered
Be the first to create a role in
this premiere of a new American
pUyl
Characters to be cast include:
Christopher Columbus, Queen Isa-
bella of Spain, the Voice of His-
tory. Mona and Sheila quarreling
roommates, members of Colum-bu- s'
crew, a Prostitute who joins
that crew, Diego Columbus'
brother. Beatriz Columbus' be-
loved, Keema an ardent Muslim,
Rose eta of Parma physician ex-
traordinaire, Eskimoes, Caribbean
and North American natives, sev-
eral sets of young lovers, and a
grouchy Old Man.
ty system, and the complete ig-
norance of social rights, issues
and programs? Enough said.
It sems like Georgie No, my
wife's not that old Bush is trying
to follow m Ronnie's footsteps
with the image business, and Mi-k- ey
Tm funny, just ask my mom
Dukakis feels that he also needs
to create this "image" in order to
win over the American public. At
this time. Bush is characterized by
the public as a feeling, optimis--
tic, do-good- er just because his
face seems nice on television and
because he screwed up in a debate,
while Dukakis is seen as an un-
feeling, ultra-seriou- s, programmed
robot just because he acts like a
contestant on Jeopardy. Maybe
Mikey should take a few lessons
from Gary Hart in relaxing...
Issues? When Bush was asked in
the last debate about how he felt
about the problems facing our en--,
vironment, he responded. Tm for
clean water!" So is the Culligan
man. but what in the hell does --
this prove. Dukakis, in trying to
personify himself as "tough",
spoke about "tough choices" on
domestic spending and "tough and
difficult decisions" on Pentagon
weapons in the last debate; in
fact, he even posed in a tank
wearing army fatigues to empha-
size this toughness. Oh no, all
we need now is another Rambo or
Ronbo.
The scary thing is that this
'image fever' is reaching the gen-
eral electorate, and even the Col-
lege of Wooster. In attempting to
attack Dukakis' furlough program,
the College Republicans recently
Continued to page 12
"Columbus11
Audition times are Wednesday
Nov. 30, 4-5:- 30 pjn. and 7-9:- 15
p.m.; Thursday Dec. 1. 7-9:- 15
pjn.; and Fri. Dec. 2, 3-6:- 00 pjn.
Sign up sheets are posted on the
Theater Department bulletin board
I in Wishart across from Jo-A- nn
' Yoder's office. Copies of the
script are available from Jean Bro-d-y
or Dale Seeds. Please contact
Jean Brody if you have any ques-
tions.
Performances will be February
16, 17, and 18; rehearsals begin
Monday January 9, immediately
following Winter Break.
QQOT ..
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Alien Nation
Continued from page 7
cle towards a understanding of one
another.
J.B.: It's very hard to have a
good story and a message within
the film and have one not over
power the other. Baker does a
" good job by making the racism
part of the film a subplot. The
message is present, but it is not
the main focus of the film. The
movie has a good sense of humor
about itself and life in the 1990's.
It's a good film we got here
"folks.
IP
I.
Study Abroad Through
Syracuse University.
J
Study in one of SCJ's 27 academic programs conducted" in
England, France, Itah, Spain, and other locations. --Grants are
available for a semester, a year, or a summer of study abroad.
SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
Name
Address
Gty
D.W.: This film is well worth
the price of admission. And be-
sides, its a great opportunity to
forget about the presidential elec-
tion. Read my lips, people, this
sci-- fi flick is not taxing or soft
on crime!
Grades: D.W.: A- - J.B.: B
"Alien Nation" is currently
playing at the Lyric Twin Cinema
at 7:05 and 9:00 pan. nightly.
Monday night is College I.D.
Night. Admission is $230 with a
college I.D..
Phone .
School
JState.
Random
Continued from page 7
ment which can not protect us
from the criminal acts of those
who seek to oppress us. Moreo-
ver, is it not only a short step to
oppress other contrary views such
as that Blacks and women are
equal members of our society?
There is little that anyone can
do to make up for the blatant dis-
regard these people have for our
Constitutional rights and our
rights to have equal access to all
information and to make decisions
for ourselves. These people step
on the rights of all of us regard-
less of who we support in the up-
coming election. I fear' the future
of our world if even a liberal arts
education, such as therone we are
fortunate enough to have, is not
enough to halt the sad occurrences
that have plagued our campus dur-
ing this presidential campaign.
--
Zip
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
1 19 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-417- 0 (315) 443-347- 1
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Hockey takes 2nd in I
State Tournament
by KATHY OSTA
The Women's Field Hockey team
captured second place at States
this past weekend. The Wooster
Women, in doing so. was the
only team to place higher than
their ranking. - Wooster was seed-
ed third behind Denison and Ohio
Wesleyan. but defeated Denison
after a triple overtime and a
stroke-of- f to earn second place.
The tournament began last Fri-
day, and Wooster wasted no time
by .defeating Oberlin 2-- 1. Goals
were scored by Gabi Thumen and
Jen Dugan. This win moved the
team along the winner's bracket to
fice second-seede- d Denison Uni-
versity in the next game.
Wooster started off the action
with a goal by Jen Dugan midway
through the first half. Denison
retaliated with a ball in the cage
only 10 minutes into the second
half. Regulation time ended with
a tie score of one. Three score-
less ten-minu- te overtimes fol-
lowed. Wooster was extremely of-
fensive during these overtimes
Men's soccer
loses play-of- f
by PETE 'MAD DOG MACK
This past Saturday, the Men's
Soccer team played their final
game of the season against Case
Western Reserve University. What
a day it was for superstar Ian Ban-d-a.
Ian scored the first goal of the
game mid-wa- y through the first
half to tie Wooster's all-ti- me scor-
ing record set by Key Akintunde
beck in 1976. Although the score
remained 1-- 0 throughout most of
the contest, the Scots dominated
play and gave Case very few
chances to score. Then with less
than two minutes left in the game
, Baada blazed a shot past Case's
goaltender to set two new records.
'Iarfs final tally not only gave
him a record of 22 goals on the
season but also enabled him to
surpass the former record of 48
points in one season, breaking
the old record of 47. The Scots
won 2-- 0 and finished the season
with 13 shutouts. 4 more than the
previous record set back in 1986.
Wooster ended the season by fi-
nishing second in the NCAC be-
hind the nationally ranked power-
house Ohio Wesleyan.
Unfortunately, the Men's Soc-
cer season for 1988 is over. The
NCAA selects the top four team
for the national tournament, and
Wooster finished fifth. As the last
.of the 1988 soccer articles, a few
acknowledgements and some ran-
dom thoughts are m order.
with great support by mid-fielde- rs
Libby Bacon and Gabi Thumen.
When the Big Red did get the ball
into Wooster's defensive circle,
the defense came alive and the
women were able to successfully
clear the ball upfield. Defensive
players Nancy Walter, Beth Grib-be- u,
Jessica Skolnikoff and
sweeper Kristen Carveal all de-
serve recognition for strong play.
The overtimes were followed by
a stroke-of- f to break the tie.
Wooster goalie Pam Metz showed
her superior skill by both thwart-
ing all of Denison's shots and
scoring on Denison herself. Sen-
ior Nancy Walter clinched the vie-- .
tory with her second goal of the
season. This win meant the Scots
would compete in the State Cham-
pionship game later that day.
Having already played over 100
minutes earlier in the day, Woost-
er still made a valiant effort to de-
feat number-on- e seeded Ohio Wes-lya- n.
The game, however, ended
in a disappointing defeat for the
Continued to page 12
defeats Case,
bid
First of all, I would like to
thank John Hatfield. The man is
intense to say the least. Everyth-
ing was always ready when we
needed it. Secondly, I would like
to thank all the trainers and give
one special acknowledgment.
Thank you Debbie Donnally, you
will be greatly missed. She was
our constant travel companion no
matter how far we strayed from
home. She cared for our little cuts
and bruises, tried to understand our
mood swings, and most of all,
tolerated us. Mother Mary could
not have been more patient. Last-
ly. I would like to thank Coach
Nye; he defines the word dedica-
tion. Since I have been at Woost-
er, this is the closest I have ever
seen a team get to Coach Nye, or
Coach' Nye to a team. Whether you
, like it or not, you are now one of
us. Bob 'Bulldog' Nye, I like the
sound of that Welcome Aboard!
This year we had our eye on a
national playoff bid. And al-
though we fell just short, I ex-
press no regrets. We have a young
team and a year's worth of matur-
ing as players will take care of
the problems we ran into this sea-
son. But there is something more
important about this team than
simply winning. The bond we
. have formed with each other is
something that needs no improve-
ment. I have never seen a team
. Continued to page 11 '
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Mfchael Pepper
COW swimmer swims in the yearly later-squa- d blathalon. Winners for the blathalon
were Jim Bonbright and Josh Farthing for the men, and Jennifer Amtmann and Shelley
Green for the women.
Men's C.C. takes third in regionals
by SHADE WHJTESEL
Senior Scott Michalek ' per-
formed wonderfully at the Confer-
ence meet last Saturday, but the
rest of the team did not run up to
potential and barely made third
place, the least required to make
Regionals. Case Western Reserve
and Allegheny College defeated
the Scot's team, but they could
not overcome Wooster's Scott
Michalek who captured the cham-
pionship title with a time of
25:38 over the five mile course.
Volleyball team
by ERJXA SEYFRTED
The Wooster Lady Scot Volley-
ball team is winding up their sea-
son this week with some major
wins over powerhouses Ohio Wes-
leyan and Findley.
Late last week the Women
played Ohio Dominican in a best
of five match and came away vic-
torious in five. The scores were:
15-1- 2. 8-1- 5. 13-1- 5. 15-1- 1. 15-- 7.
Senior co-capt- ain Kathy Kline
played excellent offense with a
great attacking average and a serv-
ing percentage of 91 percent. She
also displayed awesome defensive
abilities with a digging percent-
age of 93 percent and 65 attempts
at spiking. Coach Smith was im-
pressed with the team's strong win
over Ohio Dominican since
Wooster had lost to them earlier
in the season.
The team also had an outstand-
ing game against Findley College
Aaron Davies moved up and was
second,.-- tor,, Wopstcr.,, with---, JJWfc,
place and time of 26:59. Rob No-
ble finished 25th with a time of
27:18. Brent Bunnell ran 27:39
to finish 29th and Dave Toy ran a
great race to finish 32nd in
27:52. Scott Erholm and Brad
Longbrake were sixth and seventh
for the Scots.
Scott Michalek accomplished
one of his goals for this season
by winning the Conference meet
and is now aiming to qualify for
the National meet, held in St
prepares for tournaments
with the winning scores of 1510,
8-1- 5. and 15-- 5. Although the
team won. Smith notes that this
was a poor game both defensively
and offensively. But with the aid
of spark-plu- g Cathy Schellham-me- r.
the team was able to pull off
a victory.
Coach Smith opened the Ohio
Wesleyan game with a congratula-
tory wish to the two senior co-capta- ins.
Julie Gillmore and Kathy
Kike. It must be noted that these
statistics were compiled over a
three year college career. Julie
Gillmore has a setting average of
an impressive 30 percent. Out of
3698 sets she has set up 1008
aces. Kline, too, has had an im-
pressive career. Out of 2266 at-
tempts at spikes she has had 634
aces. That's a 10 percent attack
average. Kline was also an all-confere- nce
player her sophomore .
year and a second team all-confere- nce
member as a junior.
Louis. MO. at
.
Regionals. "I
doh&.'CTnsthsfisvay liafilitnwad, "
said Scott.
.
"I struggled the first
half of the race but finally got
into the race mentally and made
my move the last mile."
Coach Dennis Rice commented,
"Scott made a great mental effort;
he didn't feel well physically, yet
managed to pull it out at the end."
About Regionals, Dennis said, 1
expect a more professional atti-
tude from everyone and a much
more competitive effort."
Even with this spectacular send-of- f,
the team was unable to pull
off a victory. Ohio Wesleyan
played a very smart game whereas
Wooster could not seem to put the
ball down when they needed to.
The game scores were 11-1- 5. 15-1- 1.
and 15-- 5.
Tuesday evening the team lost
to Walsh and Baldwin Wallace.
The. scores of the Walsh game
were 7-- 15 and 10-1- 5. Smith says
that the offensive team did not gel
when they, needed to, with the
blocking being especially poor.
Kathy Kline again displayed a
noteworthy game with an impres-
sive attack average of 29 percent
The Baldwin Wallace game was
equally disturbing with game
scores of 10-1- 5 and 11-1- 5. As a
whole the team did not show an
impressive defensive effort even
with Kline's attack average of 23
percent and a 94 percent average
of serves.
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Scots lose to --Kenyon.
by PAUL JACOBUS
In what could be labeled the
"season of . frustration," for Coach
Bob Tucker and his 1988 football
team, the Scots once again failed
to exert a complete, team effort
and were' ousted by the Kenyon
Lords by a' score of 17-14t- his
past Saturday, t Severance Stadtr.
urn. The team's level of enthu-- ?
siasm had experienced a tremen-
dous lift from the season's first
victory against Oberlin the. previa
ous week,;fna the Scotsvere-jun?-,- . jhe Wboster offense exploded for
able to pio&cV:kV57tH me nalf--
to sustata'stfTadva left in
Lords. The loss drops the cou ufX";' the half, the Scott drove the :
1-- 7 overall andiwith.ithe 'kW1ea:tt-- b 'field:oTUieir first
toughest games" of their ''schedule yy' score of the game which was
still remaining. '' the : team" -- will - highlighted by a beautiful touch-hav- e
to overcome some big odds .". - down pass from quarterback Craig
in order to,end the year xn,i post-- - LQfflbardi to flanker Chris Gal-tiv-e
note.';' " ' .-- "-' lagher. Following an admirable
Men's soccer
stand behind each other more than' '
this one ' has!?' From"' "winning 'tb;'
losing to tying, this team has
never lost perspective as to their
duties to their teammates. Since
preseason, we have sweated togeth-
er, laughed together, and pushed
each other tq improve 'This. -- team
has Tfttted vnaqkieens(plef
unity thai tinly ..'few team 'have.
And not only is it this bond of
unity that distinguishes us from
almost all other teams, it is this
bond that will serve as our
strength in preparation for the "89
season.
rinauy, ws uiu iuwu
of the best coaches the College of
Wooster will ever see. Assistant
Coach Paul McGinlay leaves us in
persuit of his education. He has
been our coach, our mentor, and
our friend. We will miss has in-
tensity, his knowledge, and most
of alL his sense of humor. He has
&15- - VISIT
PACKAGE
For The Tanrtlhg Bed
ONLY $2500
20 VISIT
PACKAGE
FcrTtw Tcnnina CooV
ONLY" $25
FAMILY HAIR CENTER
The game remained at a 0-- 0
deadlock-mos- t of the first quarter
mtQ the high-power-ed Kenyon
offense, under the direction of All-Americ- an
Eric Dahlquist, capped
off an impressive drive with the
game's first touchdown to make
the score 7-- 0. Contrary to what
many 'people may think, this
touchdown seemed to ignite the
'emotions' of the Wooster team
rather than the Kenyon team as
the defense held the Lords score--'
-- less, for the rest of the half and
Continued from page 10
' beetfa'farge'part br our lives here'
'
and wffi always continue to be a"
large part of our memories. I am
personally indebted to him be-
cause without his support and be- -'
lief in me, I never would have be-leiv- ed
in myself. In this feeling.
I'm sure that I am not alone. And
asftbenar w?JfWftia lflttf hima
stay, we realize that he must do
what is in his best interests. Paul,
for all your dedication and com-
mittment to the Scot soccer pro-
gram I would like to promise you
that we will win the NCAC and
national championships next fall.
But since I cannot do this, I along
with the "rest of my teammates
will promise you that we will
sweat blood in an effort to do so.
Goodbye, good luck, and thank
you.
This season is over, but make
no fijtirg about it, the dogs will
be back..jnore rabid than ever.
$25.50
defensive stand by the Wooster
defense, the Scots took over once
again and scored moments later on
another textbook pass from Lom-
bard! to his other wide receiver
Phil Puryear. This made the score
14-- 7 with less than a minute to .
; go in the half. The touchdown. ;
which was set up by a spectacular
punt return by Puryear. showed
great poise by the entire Wooster
offense and increased their confi-
dence going into halftime.
Wooster's good fortune, howev-
er, did not last long as the Lords
miraculously snatched the feeling
of - momentum' right from the
: Scot's hands at the start of the
; third quarter. Kenyon managed to
put together two scoring drives
ending with a touchdown and a
field goal respectively, and.
I Continued to page 12
, Women's soccer
loses to St. Mary's
from Indiana
byTOM STEFANIK
The 1988 Women's Soccer team
finished their season with a disap-
pointing 1-- 0 loss to St. Mary's
from Indiana last Saturday. The
team enjoyed their first winning
season in its history; their final --
record for 1988 stands at 9-6- -2
with an N.C.A.C. record of 2-2- -2.
The leading scorer this season
was. once again, sophomore Ca
Reg. 43M
TEXTURE PERM
NotvftSd wRhottieroe&rs. Jr Stylist
$3.00 OFF REG. $15.50
with coupon
Not vaBd with other offers. Jr. Stylist
345-70- 00
27C3 Cleveland Rosd
Wooster, Ohio
thie Docherty. She tallied IS
goals and 4 assists for a total of
34 points for the year. The team
is young, with only four seniors
graduating. Both goalkeepers,
first-ye-ar student Tami Augustine
and Marcie Hahn, will be back to
improve on their winning records.
The top ten scorers this year will
also be back next year, so fans
can once again expect a strong
'team.
tSPORTSFcze 11
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So the
way I
see it:
CJ. MITCHELL !
! t-
'-
';
O.K. The Bengals lost. I know
that and the Cleveland fans around
here will never let me forget it,
but we are still 7-- 2 and those silly
Browns are still chasing Cincin-
nati. I. will always be a fan no --
matter what the Bengals do. I am
always proud of my team. I loved
them in the seventies when they
were horrible; I loved them when
they went to the Super Bowl; I
loved them when they were 4-- 11
last year and I love them now. I
have always been a loyal, die-har-d
fan.
I feel the same way about our
Wooster Scots football team. Per-
haps I have a different perspective
because of the fact mat I live with
many of the players on the team,
but I still try to support them no
matter how well or poorly they
may perform.
Last year they had a great
record and people seemed to jump
on the bandwagon and follow the
team. This year people's attitudes
have "not been wholeheartedly sup-
portive. These guys work hard on
football every single day. They
aren't down and out because they
know that they have been busting
their butts trying to do the best
Women's cross
third ahead of
by SHADE WHTTESEL '
Individual performances stood
out as the Women's Cross --Country
team took third place ahead of
Far
222 W. LIBERTY STREET
WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
264-216- 1
AUDIO VIDEO
.Polk Yamaha
--JVC --Sony
Clarion Pioneer Auto Sound
Straight Wire Replacement Needles
a. - a- -
CD'S in stock
they can. And that is all yon can
ask for.
Every Saturday they are under
intense pressure to do well in
front of the largest crowds that at-
tend any spoils event. Games
played on either Homecoming and
Parents Weekend Saturdays - have "
these players on edge the entire
week. Anyone who knows foot-
ball players can attest to this.
These players don't get home
from practice until around 7 p-H- L.
and they are exhausted.' When they
reach dinner all of the so-call- ed
entrees are just about gone and
they are forced to eat leftovers too
often. And the salad bars are,be-
ing wheeled away. That's a damn
shame.
After all this work, these stu-
dent atheletes have to study. .What 4.
more can anybody ask? I'm not
saying that I'm better than any-
body else. But after living with
these players, I know how much
effort they put into their sport. So
"
'the "way "I "see Tit, the football ""
. players oo not acscrvM enncism .
but rather praise for good effort
and emhusiasim under extreme ad-versit- ies.
Good job, guys.
country takes
Oberlin
i
Oberlin College at the Conference
meet last Saturday. October 29.
Allegheny College and Ohio Wes-lcy-an
placed ahead of a competf-tiv- e
effort by the Wooster Scots.
Sue Louis ran a great race, plac-
ing tenth with a time of 20:22.
Kristy Bender also ran very com-
petitively, running the 3.1 .mile
course in 20:52 to earn 16th
place. Karen Aeberli finished
17th in 20:38 and Beth Blake-mo- re
improved her prior perfor-
mance to finish 19th in 21:06.
Netty Link sprinted past a Kenyon
woman at the very end to place
24th in 21:25. Amy Thayer ran a
very strong race, with a time of
22:12 and Shade Whitesel fol-
lowed in 23:01. Beth Toole fi-
nished in 23:40 and Cris Lyon
showed her toughness' with her
time of 2330.
"We only had minute between ;
our first and fifth runners." com-
mented Kristy Bender. "All we
have to do is shift everyone up a
few place and well be ready for
strong team race at Regionals.
We've got two weeks to get ready
- and we wip be ." '
. .
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Scots lose to Kenyon
Continued from page 11
coupled with tome costly Wooster
wtw . including two intercep-
tions and a missed field goal - the
Scot's hopes of second consecu-
tive victory were soon put lo rest.
The anger and frustration felt from
another heartbreaking loss was
evident on every player's face as
they walked off the field with the
scorebaord reading KENYON-1- 7.
3
c
WOOSTER-1- 4.
Despite the loss, the game was
highlighted by several impressive
individual performances. Phil Pur-ye- ar
caught 5 passes for 102 yards
and one touchdown. Freshman
sensation Brian Grsndison contin-
ued to spark the ground attack by
rushing for 110 yards, moving his
team-leadi- ng season total to 596
yards.
Defensively, senior co-capt- ain
Hockey takes second
Continued from page 10
Lady Scots. Celinda Brandt com-
mented, "the Denison game just
took everything out of us."
The women were definitely
pleased with the outcome of the
season. Junior Beth Gribbeu com-
mented that, "taking second in
States when you were seeded third
is great." For the first half of the
season Wooster was regionally
unrecognized. However, the Scots
moved into the third place slot in
the region on Sunday, finishing
the season in strong fashion.
Very special recognition should
be given to the team's four sen
x
THE WOOSTERj VOICE:
Steve Young had a fine day at the
corner back spot by registering 10
twklrs tod deflecting three pass-
es. Seniors Jeff Price and Scon
Izzo also remained steady; they
lead the team n tackles with 98
and 77. respectively. The Scots
will be searching for their much-need- ed
second victory of the sea-
son this Saturday when they take
on Hiram in their final home
game of the year.
iors. They are: Celinda Brandt.
Jennifer Jameson, Jessica Skol-nikof- f,
and Nancy Walter. All four
of these women have played hock-
ey at Wooster for four years and
all have contributed greatly to the
program. Thank you for everyth-
ing - we will miss you.
Semester atSea
IheWorfdls Still
TheQeatestClassroom
OfAIL
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh-sponsore- d
Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-da- y odyssey
aboard the American-buil- t S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-1- 5 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India.Turkey, the Soviet Union,Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
Fbr full information, including a catalog and application,
call 1-412-648- -7490. Or write Semester at Sea,
Institute for Shipboard Education,
University of Pittsburgh,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Then prepare for the '
learning adventure of Jyour uie.
"I
Really Nothing
Continued from page 8
dressed up as escaped convicts.
Now when I came to college, my
parents told me to try different '
things, and I suppose for bunch
of WASPy college students who's
dads have Porches as Saturday
cars, this is differing behavior.
But. the images they were and are
portraying now take priority over
the meaningful issues which face
our country at this time. At least ;
the College Republicans are able
to unite themselves, though; the --
efforts of the Students for Dukakis
to promote and create an image
fbr Mikey just reveals the disor- - '
ganization of the Democratic par- -'
Lee Smith
Continued from page 2
of being a beautiful and an intelli-
gent woman. Her characters have
the intensity and the sensitivity
that make the readers feel that
they know them as individuals and
as women. More than any other
novel shows."
. In the fall of 1986. Newsweek
and Time Magazine played Smith
up as a new voice from the South.
Clareson believes that she is
probably doing bar most sensitive
work when she deals with women
'November 4, 198,
ty.
I hope this column does
seem to slander Georgie more that
Mikey.' because I think the boi)
of them have some political m
luring to do. But, the Republ
cans do deserve credit for surtin
this image business, and the Demj
oerats are just at guilty as the Re!
publicans for allowing this bus:
ness to continue. I guess th
American public just desires t
elect an image as President, rathe)
.
than an individual who actual!
anows ana cares snout tne issue:
facing this country. I just ma;
vote for the Socialist or Libertari
t
an --tickets1 - in ' this election. A
- least I know where they stand.
who lived early in the twentieth
century, and that there is a close
affinity between humor and patho:
and that her style captures thq
speaking voices of various charac
ters. Clareson speaks highly of
Smith and stated that "...her fie
tion is never simply a matter o
social crticism. She reveals he;
characters and the culture througl
her storylines." He strongly be
lieves that Lee Smith is notabw
one of the preeminant novelist
ot our tune. -
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
The Graduate School
of Public policy Studies
MASTER'SPH.D. PROGRAM
IN PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS AND
MANAGEMENT
J. Randall Dempsey will r be on campus
to discuss the program and career
opportunities.
November 9, 130 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Lowry Center
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
CALL 263-249- 6
Interested students With any major are
welcome to attend these meetings.
Study policy Issues Including: Urban
Fiscal Stress, Health Care, Housing,
International Trade, Economic
Development, Taxation, Regulation,
Federalism, Welfare, Energy, Arms
Control, Immigration; etc.
